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Abstract

This thesis presents a novel mechanism for achieving secure and reliable peer-to-peer communications on the Internet. WhanauSIP merges a Sybil-proof distributed hash table with the session initiation protocol (SIP) to enable instant messaging, audio chat, and video conferencing that is resilient to censoring, eavesdropping, and forgery. Performance and security evaluations performed on the PlanetLab network demonstrate that the majority of resource lookups return within five seconds. These results indicate that WhanauSIP delivers practical performance with respect to call session initialization latency for voice-over-IP, without having to rely on any central servers. Furthermore, the tests demonstrated that lookup performance was minimally affected during a Sybil key-clustering attack, illustrating the network’s resilience to malicious adversaries. This thesis delivers three software packages for public use: a general Whanau distributed hash table implementation, a WhanauSIP gateway, and a desktop IM/VoIP client.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Real-time communications on the Internet have been growing in demand, fueling a major shift in how people communicate. Whether on their mobile device, laptop, or desktop computer, any user should be able to connect to their friends by addressing a unique string of characters. Centralized protocols provide a convenient mechanism to map users to physical machines, enabling organizations to bring voice-over-IP (VoIP) and instant messaging (IM) to the market quickly using protocols such as XMPP [30] and SIP [29]. As VoIP and IM services proliferate, users are becoming increasingly aware of the problems that come with centralized services. Rather than trusting service providers and policy-makers to protect users, the technology should have built-in mechanisms to protect privacy, resist attacks, and prevent censorship. This thesis presents an alternative to centralized communications, leveraging a variety of peer-to-peer (P2P) technologies to protect data privacy, integrity, and reliability.

Providing a secure method of user and resource location has several unique characteristics. The user’s identification or address-of-record (AoR), such as alice@mit.edu, does not change. However, the mappings between address and physical location can change frequently. Address-to-location mappings are small and entail low storage cost. These records must be easily updated as users move around and change their location or device. The records must be stored in a way so that any user can reliably look up all other users in the system. The lookup scheme must have low latency, such
that when Alice decides to call Bob, it takes a short time for the software to locate
Bob and initialize a session. The system should also handle a uniform load. That is,
each lookup may be searching for a needle in a haystack, but it must be done reliably
and quickly. Additionally, the system should have a flexible and reliable bootstrap
mechanism to lower the start up cost and ease adoption.

Many of the popular schemes in use today rely on centralized means of control
and proprietary protocols. While current tools provide convenience, there remains a
number of unsolved problems.

**Privacy:** Many prevalent services require that users trust them with their data.
As processing power and data storage become cheaper, service providers have gained
an unprecedented ability to catalog the activities of their users. As a consequence,
there have been a myriad of concerns regarding user privacy and control over their
data [26]. For example, there have been instances of employee misconduct in violating
user privacy [14]. Warrantless seizures of data are also possible in a number countries,
including in certain cases in the United States [1]. Technology should protect its users
without having to rely on government regulation, and proper service provider conduct.
While some technologies allow encryption for security, encryption may not always be
between the two end-users. Some services only encrypt traffic between servers and
clients, leaving open the possibility for monitoring of messages [35].

**Censorship:** Some services do protect privacy by encrypting the data from user
to user [39]. End-to-end encryption prevents the traffic from being read during any
point of transmission between the two users. However, centralized mechanisms are
vulnerable to being censored. For example, SIP allows encryption to protect the con-
tents of conversations, but all users in a domain connect to a central login server. By
using traditional blocking techniques such as DNS-hijacking or IP-blocking, countries
can shut down entire services [16]. There have been instances of such censorship in
the past [15, 23].
Malicious Attacks: Some have tried to decentralize infrastructure even further, to prevent a simple takedown via DNS-hijacking. The address-to-location mappings can be moved away from a central server and distributed amongst the users in the system in a peer-to-peer (P2P) fashion. P2P systems have the advantage of being highly scalable, fault-tolerant, robust, and self-organizing. For example, current P2P-SIP schemes use distributed hash tables (DHT) to perform user registration and lookup. However, current implementations of DHTs have been shown to be vulnerable to the Sybil attack. In this attack, adversaries create numerous false identities to influence the system’s behavior. For example, a malicious user could misroute information, destroy information, or generally mislead any other clients. This attack has been shown in practice in systems such as Unvanish [37]. Existing P2P-SIP implementations use central authorities to thwart the Sybil attack, which reintroduce a single point of failure [13].

This thesis introduces WhanauSIP, a new combination of technologies to provide a secure communications platform that is resistant to attacks and censorship. Whanau, a distributed hash table (DHT) that is provably secure against the Sybil attack, stores the mappings between users’ addresses and locations [20]. New user registrations will be closely tied into the join procedure of Whanau, providing its security benefits. Upon call initialization, users request the appropriate record in the DHT, and use existing mature SIP [29] technology to create a secure direct connection for voice and text data.

WhanauSIP requires that each user in the system store $O(\sqrt{n} \log(n))$ entries in their routing tables, where $n$ is the number of users in the system. Whanau is a one-hop DHT, provably providing $O(1)$ lookup time [20]. Currently, two applications of WhanauSIP exist. The first application is a plug-in to SIP Communicator [6] that implements the WhanauSIP protocol. SIP Communicator is an audio/video Internet phone and instant messenger that supports several popular protocols, including SIP, XMPP, AIM/ICQ, MSN, Yahoo, and IRC. Using this desktop client, users can initiate
chats and calls using a familiar graphical user interface. The second application is a WhanauSIP gateway daemon that is currently running across the PlanetLab network [5]. The gateway enables unmodified SIP clients to initiate calls to WhanauSIP clients.

This thesis is divided into the following sections: Chapter 2 will illustrate the design goals of WhanauSIP, Chapter 3 will discuss the design decisions and how they meet the intended goals, Chapter 4 will describe the software implementation, Chapter 5 will evaluate WhanauSIP’s performance, Chapter 6 will compare other IM and VoIP protocols, and Chapter 7 will conclude the thesis.
Chapter 2

Goals

WhanauSIP is designed to be a practical instant messaging and voice-over-IP platform. Accordingly, it must contain all of the functionality that users expect from a robust communications client. Users register their accounts to establish a global identity. Then, they can establish conversations with any individual that has properly registered in the system using media in the form of text, audio, or video. If users disconnect from the network, there must be mechanisms for the users to rejoin the network. This chapter describes the goals that motivated the design of WhanauSIP.

2.1 Security Goals

WhanauSIP is designed to be a global system capable of handling a network that spans around the world. Because access is unconstrained, the underlying protocol must be secured to resist to a range of attacks such as the Sybil attack [37], Eclipse attack [34], and the key-clustering attack [20]. Users should not be able impersonate each other and users must have a decentralized mechanism for verification of data integrity. In order to be truly decentralized and peer-to-peer, security must be achieved without central elements, such as a certificate authority.

Some existing systems use puzzles and CAPTCHAs to rate-limit malicious users [10], where users are forced to solve a cryptographic problem or recognize words
in an image before joining the network. However, this thesis aims to do better. Computational and networking resources are becoming less expensive by the day. It is questionable whether a rate-limiting scheme is effective against a sizable botnet. Even a small number of bogus identities gives an attacker considerable power to influence the system. Furthermore, WhanauSIP should resist the predominant forms of censorship, namely IP-block, DNS-hijacking, and filtering by traffic analysis [16].

2.2 Performance Goals

WhanauSIP should be able to scale properly such that even when millions of users are active in the system, lookups are still efficient. Lookup times must scale sublinearly and the protocol must entail sublinear storage costs per node in the distributed hash table. The Whanau distributed hash table performs lookups in $O(1)$ time [20].

However, it is not enough to say that a system has $O(1)$ time lookups. In order to be a practical system for use, a hard limit must be imposed on call latency. For example, when a user wants to chat, the time it takes to locate the other user and initialize a complete session must take less than five seconds. Although arbitrary, any additional wait could cause users to quit in frustration. Ideally, wait time should be as low as possible.

2.3 Usability Goals

In order to ease adoption, the user must be able to interact with the software in the same way that users interact with existing popular client software. The software must provide chat, voice, and video capabilities, as well as maintain presence data. Any additional effort the user must take to learn a new protocol may act as a barrier to using the software. On a similar note, the service must bootstrap without user intervention.
Additionally, cross-compatibility with existing SIP networks is a natural fit. WhanauSIP users should be able to contact any SIP user. Likewise, all SIP users should be able to contact any WhanauSIP user without installing any additional software or configuration using existing SIP URI semantics [29].
Chapter 3

Design

In WhanauSIP, the address-to-location mappings are distributed across the users of the system in a distributed hash table (DHT) overlay, using the Whanau protocol. This property marks the main difference from centralized mechanisms, where a server contains the address-to-location mappings for each user in the system. WhanauSIP can effectively be split into two parts, shown in Figure 3-1. Participants must first find the appropriate address-to-location entry in the DHT. Once the location of the contact is acquired through the DHT, traditional SIP stacks are used to establish the session.

Each user begins by establishing network links with their friends, now called network peers. When a user wants to look up a user in the DHT, he sends a request that travels across the social network formed by all the network links [20]. Effectively, each user only accepts routing information from the people that they trust. Participants may join or leave, causing changes in the social graph. Furthermore, new network links can be formed with new users that were found through the DHT.

The chapter will cover each design decision in detail, as well as explain how each goal is satisfied by the decisions.
2.) Lookup request is routed across the social network

1.) Alice looks up Bob’s address in the Whanau DHT

3.) Lookup discovers Bob in the Whanau DHT

4.) Bob returns his location

5.) Alice initiates a SIP session for a video teleconference

Figure 3-1: Sequence of Events to Initiate a Call in WhanauSIP

3.1 Challenges

**Trust:** Secure peer-to-peer communications pose several challenges. First and foremost without a central authority that all users can mutually trust, users need another mechanism for protecting themselves. Early distributed hash tables simply trusted any routing information from other nodes in the system [33], making them vulnerable to the Sybil attack. Papers such as Whanau DHT [20] and SybilGuard [38] explored the possibility of explicitly defining trust relationships, using social networks as a protection mechanism against the Sybil attack.

**Churn:** Secondly, these networks exhibit potentially great amounts of churn, dynamically changing as nodes may leave or join in different places. Churn is inherently more difficult to manage than merely interacting with a central server at a static location. The implementation must be optimized to handle frequent failures and moderate churn while still delivering reasonable performance.

**SIP Integration:** Users in WhanauSIP are identified by a hash of their public keys (*i.e.* whanausip:14AB35FD23C) for reasons described in Section 3.2.1. However, SIP URIs follow very different semantics (*i.e.* sip:alice@mit.edu:5060) [29]. Not only are the lookup mechanisms in WhanauSIP and SIP very different, but the URI semantics differ substantially. WhanauSIP must address these differences for smooth interoperation.
Usability: WhanauSIP uses a unique DHT that requires additional parameters that would not normally be required of instant messaging (IM) services. For example, nodes must be able to explicitly differentiate mere contacts from the peers that it trusts to receive routing information. These additional requirements of the DHT must be satisfied while masked behind normal functions that the user performs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>An abstract entity that represents the user in the social network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Each nodes’ functions are performed by the user’s device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer</td>
<td>A neighboring node on the social network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact</td>
<td>Any node in the system that can be contacted using WhanauSIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URI</td>
<td>Uniform Resource Identifier - a string of characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>that identifies a WhanauSIP or SIP user (i.e. sip:<a href="mailto:alice@mit.edu">alice@mit.edu</a>)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3-2: Common Terminology Defined

3.2 Resource Location

3.2.1 User Identification

Users of WhanauSIP start by generating a cryptographic public/private key pair. These keys are used for encryption, signatures, and authentication. When users publish their location on the DHT, they store a self-certifying key-value pair (public key hash, signed IP address) [36, 24, 25]. A SHA1 hash of the user’s public key is used as the key, while the IP address signed by the private key, is stored as the value. By using standard cryptographic techniques, any user can verify the validity of any record stored in the DHT. Consequently, the DHT only needs to ensure availability, since any client can verify the record. As an optimization, nodes in the DHT can drop any records where the self-certification fails.

The public/private key is also used to establish SSL/TLS links between nodes [17]. SSL provides mechanisms for verifying that each side has the proper keys. Even if a client were to receive the wrong address, a man-in-the-middle attack would be detected during the SSL handshake. Without cracking current cryptographic schemes,
attackers would not be able to impersonate another user without the user's private key.

The hash of the user’s public key is now the user’s address-of-record (AoR), which sidesteps the issue of fairly distributing names with semantic value. This thesis recognizes that in order to fairly delegate human-readable addresses, a distributed system needs a central authority. Certificate authorities can use X509 certificates to map chosen addresses like alice@mit.edu to public keys. RELOAD currently uses central certificate authorities to perform this task and access control [19].

3.2.2 Call Setup Process

WhanauSIP users are located using the URI syntax: whanausip:public_key.hash. When Alice wants to talk to Bob, she will look up Bob’s public key hash in the DHT. Bob’s IP address is returned in the form of a SIP URI, sip:<Bob’s public key hash>@IP-address.

SIP allows users to initialize direct connections to each other in registrar-less mode, if the IP addresses are known, bypassing all SIP proxies and registrars. WhanauSIP runs a full SIP stack in this mode, allowing users to connect directly with the target using the SIP URI returned from the DHT. Furthermore, this stack allows all WhanauSIP users to contact any SIP address. Unmodified SIP clients can also contact a WhanauSIP user by their direct SIP URI containing the IP address, but not by WhanauSIP URI. The next section will discuss the possibility of gateways for SIP clients to perform resource location in WhanauSIP, without modifying their existing software.

Note that contact with a user does not imply a peering link in the DHT social network. For example, users may try to contact URIs that are published on a website, but they may not trust routing information from them.
3.3 Whanau DHT

3.3.1 DHT Structure

![Diagram of Whanau DHT]

Figure 3-3: Whanau DHT Repeats Setup at Regular Intervals to Update Routing Tables

The Whanau DHT is used to store self-certifying key/value pairs containing (public key hash, signed IP address) for each user in the network. In effect, the DHT acts as a rendezvous service for WhanauSIP clients. The Whanau DHT protocol occurs in synchronized steps. In each step, the social network is used to create static routing tables that do not change during the entirety of the step. Once the routing table is in place, they are used by clients to perform $O(1)$ lookups. These operations are repeated at regular intervals in sequential synchronized steps. Therefore during each step, joins, leaves, and updates do not come into effect until the next step when the routing tables are updated, as shown in Figure 3-3. The Whanau DHT paper discusses the trade off in shortening step intervals and bandwidth consumption [20]. Currently, the WhanauSIP network on PlanetLab [5] runs synchronized steps every thirty minutes.
3.3.2 DHT Security

Whanau DHT was chosen as the data store for address records due to its unique resistance to the Sybil attack. Currently, no other P2P-SIP proposal to date employs a purely decentralized method to defeat the Sybil attack. An attacker must be able to convince honest users to form a social peering link in order to have any influence on the system. Each connection between an attacker and an honest node is called an attack edge. Figure 3-4 shows an example of a social graph with attack edges. The attacker’s influence is limited by the number of attack edges it can form, not the number of nodes it can generate. We assume that the social engineering required to convince honest users to form trust relationships outweighs the cost to generate a Sybil. Because an attacker has control over all Sybil nodes, it has the ability to make an arbitrary number of social trust links in the Sybil region. Whanau DHT uses this property to limit an attacker’s influence on the network’s stability. Whanau DHT tolerates up to $O(n/\log(n))$ attack edges, where $n$ is the number of well-connected honest nodes. Whanau DHT also requires that the social network be fast mixing, a property that can generally be found in real social networks [20].
3.4 Application Scenarios

Current implementations of WhanauSIP require that nodes actively participating in the Whanau DHT have a public IP address. They are not hidden behind a NAT and generally change their location infrequently. The following scenarios describe possible applications of WhanauSIP.

3.4.1 Desktop Chat Clients

Alice downloads a WhanauSIP chat client from the Internet. She then runs this client on a computer that has a publicly accessible IP address. If she sits behind a NAT, she will enable port forwarding to her machine. All of her friends do the same and she adds each as a contact in the software. She also needs to add the current IP address of at least one contact. From this connection, she can find the IP addresses of the rest of her contacts. For convenience, there may be tools to automate the tracking of friends’ contact information using other social networks as a bootstrapping mechanism, described in Section 3.5.2.

3.4.2 WhanauSIP Gateways

WhanauSIP gateways allow unmodified SIP clients to initialize sessions with users on the WhanauSIP network, using only their public key hash and unmodified SIP clients. The gateway would join the Whanau DHT like any other node. Assume that this gateway has the domain name foo.com. When a SIP user, alice@mit.edu, wants to talk to a WhanauSIP user with URI whanausip:1A2B3C, Alice simply addresses sip:1A2B3C@foo.com. The gateway at foo.com will perform a lookup on the public key hash in the address and redirect the call to the appropriate WhanauSIP user, by returning the SIP URI sip:1A2B3C@IP-Address

Note that another supernode could volunteer to be a WhanauSIP gateway with domain bar.com. In this case, Alice can address either sip:1A2B3C@foo.com or sip:1A2B3C@bar.com. The domain merely specifies which gateway to query. The
use of cryptographic SIP URIs was inspired by work done by Seedorf [31]. Since SHA1 hashes in hexadecimal are generally long, a potential future optimization is to use different encoding schemes to shorten addresses.

### 3.4.3 Proxy Servers

Bob has several devices that he wants to ring when someone calls him at his WhanauSIP address. He maintains a WhanauSIP proxy on a server with a publicly accessible IP address. This server may run as a virtual machine in a cloud or it may be his desktop computer at home, which he leaves on. The server acts as a traditional SIP registrar and proxy, allowing all of his mobile devices to log in and associate with the proxy using unmodified SIP clients. When he wants to make a call to Alice from his cell-phone, he initiates a session using the WhanauSIP proxy, which looks up the target’s address in Whanau DHT and uses SIP to complete the call.

![Diagram of 3 Possible Endpoint Applications for WhanauSIP](image)

*Figure 3-5: 3 Possible Endpoint Applications for WhanauSIP*
3.5 Rendezvous Process

3.5.1 Independent Start

When the user first starts up the client, it should have stored the most recent IP addresses for each of its contacts in its log. If any contacts are active, the user can query this node for the addresses of the rest of its peers. This check will handle the case if some contacts and peers, but not all, have moved IP addresses.

If the user has not checked their client in a long period time such that all IP addresses are stale or if it is the first time loading the software, then there are no peers to query. In this case, the user must use a WhanauSIP gateway to perform lookups on its peers before continuing. The software can come with a list of suggested WhanauSIP gateways hardcoded into the package such that this process occurs transparently, but it is not required.

3.5.2 Bootstrapping from Other Social Networks

In order to bootstrap from other social networks, there must exist a central database that stores the public key hash and most recent IP address for each contact. When a user logs in, they update this database with their own information. Such a system would be easy to build in platforms such as Facebook API [3]. The OneSwarm project created such a facility for Google Contacts [18].

Although this feature introduces a centralized element, it is meant to be used as a one-time bootstrapping mechanism for convenience. Once the public key hashes of all of your contacts are retrieved, WhanauSIP users must operate independently of the central elements to preserve privacy and reliability. WhanauSIP can operate without using centralized bootstrapping services.
3.6 Satisfaction of goals

3.6.1 Security Goals

The Whanau DHT is used to protect the system from the Sybil and key-clustering attacks. All traffic is sent across SSL links, which encrypts and hides all information from monitors. SSL links also prevent the Eclipse attack [34] where users modify messages, as well as censoring based on traffic analysis. Because all traffic is encrypted and can run on any IP address or port, censors can only block entire IP ranges at best. The WhanauSIP gateways can be blocked for the same reasons that SIP proxies can be blocked. However with development, it may become easy enough for any node to start a gateway such that there will never be a shortage.

All private data such as text, voice, and video data is encrypted end-to-end, user-to-user using SSL. SSL ensures privacy and prevents man-in-the-middle attacks [17]. The use of self-certifying records and SSL handshakes ensures the integrity of data and prevents users from impersonating each other without knowledge of private keys.

3.6.2 Performance Goals

Whanau DHT has a $O(1)$ lookup time and requires $O(\sqrt{n} \log(n))$ entries of storage in each node’s routing table [20]. Therefore it theoretically satisfies our performance goals. Refer to Section 5 for further evaluation.

3.6.3 Usability Goals

Using a full SIP stack and WhanauSIP gateways provides full SIP interoperability without any changes to existing SIP client code. Furthermore, joining and leaving a social network requires no work by the user. The locations of a users’ peers are refreshed automatically using current peer contacts and WhanauSIP gateways. Bootstrapping is trivial in this case.
Finally, WhanauSIP clients contain all the functionality of SIP without any added complexity in the user interface. Users log in by loading a public/private key pair, which can be stored in a user configuration after being generated. Contacts and peers alike are listed in the buddy list. SIP and SIMPLE protocols handle presence data to check for the availability of the contacts, as well as establishing instant messages and calls to WhanauSIP and SIP users alike.
Chapter 4

Implementation

4.1 Overview

This thesis presents three software packages written in Java. Whanau DHT is implemented as a library, allowing any application to hook into the DHT for resource location. Given a set of network peers, Whanau DHT is responsible for setting up the social network, building the routing tables, and performing lookups.

The first application that uses the Whanau DHT library is a WhanauSIP gateway. The gateway acts as a node on the Whanau DHT and also listens to SIP messages on a separate port. When any SIP message is received, the WhanauSIP gateway parses out the username from the SIP URI and performs a lookup on the WhanauDHT. The result from the lookup is returned in a REDIRECT message, informing the client of the requested user’s location.

The second application that uses the Whanau DHT library is the desktop client. WhanauSIP is implemented as a protocol plug-in for the SIP Communicator [6] software package. Using this graphical client, WhanauSIP users can initialize a node, form the social network by adding members to the buddy list, and initialize instant messaging, voice, and video sessions.
4.2 Organization

Figure 4-1 breaks down the overall organization of classes in a Whanau DHT node. A single instance of a Whanau DHT node consists of an interface, a data store, and core functions. WhanauState stores all of the node’s state including the list of peers, finger table, database, and successors. The core functions are split into three classes, WhanauRefControl, WhanauRefPeer, and WhanauRefPublic, each containing a reference to WhanauState. WhanauRefControl performs all of the administrative functions including adding new peers and setting up the routing tables. WhanauRefPeer contains all of the functions that should only be accessed by peers on the social graph. Currently it only contains a method for random walks, which are used heavily by the Whanau DHT protocol. WhanauRefPublic contains all of the functions that are publicly accessible, such as retrieving the public key or returning layer IDs. Finally, WhanauVirtualNode is the outward facing interface. Initializing WhanauVirtualNode sets up the proper listener ports using SSLServerSocket. Refer to Appendix A for the Whanau DHT protocol pseudocode.
4.3 Secure Sockets and Access Control

Each node contains a public/private key pair, used to sign all of the records in the DHT. The same keys are used to initialize secure sockets over SSL between nodes. When node A performs an RPC to node B, A will check the public key from the SSL handshake to verify that B is actually on the other side. Similarly, B will use the peer’s public key from the SSL handshake to perform access control. Any node can call methods in WhanauRefPublic, but only designated peers can call methods in WhanauRefPeer. This form of access control prevents directed graphs during any random walk. Additionally, each node specifies a set of public keys that are authorized to remotely call WhanauRefControl methods. While it may not be necessary for an ordinary desktop client, it makes remote administration more convenient and secure in environments such as the PlanetLab WhanauSIP gateway network.

It was found that Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) [21] was ill-suited for this type of low-level access control due to the way it transported client socket factories across the network. For these reasons, RPCs are implemented by simply marshalling Java Objects over the SSLSocket.

4.4 Random Walks and Query Tokens

In order to optimize the retrieval of random walks for each node, a separate RandomWalkCache class controls the batch requests and caching for random walks. When the node requests for \( n \) random walks, \( s \) steps away, the RandomWalkCache will batch enough remote requests of length \( (s - 1) \) to fulfill the incoming request and fill its own cache. These requests are randomly distributed to all of its active network peers with uniform distribution. If any peer fails to return, it is marked as inactive for a fixed amount of time. RandomWalkCache uses locks and condition variables to ensure that there exists at most one thread to fill the cache for each length from \( s, (s - 1) \ldots 1 \). For requests of length 0, RandomWalkCache simply returns the local node’s record and a generated query token.
Requests to RandomWalkCache returns a full DHT record and a query token. The DHT record will be further discussed in Section 4.5. Certain public methods in the Whanau DHT protocol, such as lookup, should only be called at the end of a random walk. These methods require some computational work so the query token is passed in as a parameter to limit the number of times they can be called. Query tokens represent the work from the random walk and limit denial of service attacks on a particular node.

RandomWalkCache gains several benefits from this design. By batching requests instead of sending individual requests, network resources are better utilized. Everything is asynchronous and thread-safe. Therefore, malfunctioning or unresponsive nodes do not keep functioning nodes from proceeding. Furthermore, a node only pulls for more random walks if it needs them. For the purposes of this implementation, the size of the cache is just enough to satisfy all of anticipated requests from Whanau DHT setup.

4.5 General Key Value Checkers

This implementation of Whanau DHT is designed to support a number of applications. In order to allow different schemes of self-certifying key/value pairs, applications can pass in different key value checkers by implementing the KeyValueChecker interface. For example, an application may just publish arbitrary values but use the value’s hash as the key.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Creation Time</th>
<th>TTL</th>
<th>Hostname</th>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Public Key</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Query Token +</td>
<td>signed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4-2: Contents of a Published DHT Record
In the WhanauSIP application, a signing key value checker is used. Figure 4-2 lays out the result from a random walk. All DHT records contain the published value, creation time, and a time to live. In addition, it will contain the publisher’s host, port, and public key. The entire record is then signed by the publisher’s private key. The record is verified by verifying that the record is signed by the included public key. Then the public key is hashed and compared with the associated key.

4.6 Synchronization

As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, all nodes in the system must run setup in synchronized steps. Furthermore within a single run of setup, there are setup phases that must also be synchronized. In order to work, all nodes running Whanau DHT must synchronize their system times to an accurate clock.

The implementation uses condition variables to accommodate for timing discrepancies of up to 30 seconds. If a node requests information from a past phase that has not occurred yet, the remote method will block until the information is available. The client node waits up to a fixed limit before it tries again with another node.

In order to synchronize when setups start, nodes are hardcoded with a period value $p$, in milliseconds. Nodes wait until its coordinated universal time (UTC) aligns with an integer multiple of $p$ from January 1, 1970. Nodes can optionally use NTP to synchronize their clocks.

4.7 Applications

Two applications, the WhanauSIP gateway and the desktop client, were implemented with the Whanau DHT library. They each listen on two ports: one port listens for Whanau DHT traffic and the other port responds to incoming SIP traffic. The implementations also use the Java-based JAIN-SIP stack from NIST [4].
When a SIP message is sent to the WhanauSIP gateway, the gateway will parse the 'to' address URI. From the SIP URI sip:username@domain.com, the username is extracted. If it is a SHA-1 hash, then the gateway will perform a lookup on this hash in the Whanau DHT. The result from the lookup is wrapped in a REDIRECT message and send back to the client. Note that users can store any SIP URI in the DHT.

The desktop client extends the SIP Communicator software package. In order to maximize code reuse, the WhanauSIP protocol plug-in uses the SIP protocol plug-in as a base. Additional functions, such as looking up WhanauSIP URIs are added as features.

Users start by entering a password and either generating or loading a set of keys. Figure 4.7 shows the wizard used to add a new account. Once the account is registered into the client, the buddy list will show a new group, ‘WhanauSIP Peers’. Figure 4-4 shows the buddy list and IM window. All network peers should be added as contacts into the "WhanauSIP Peers" group. In order to bootstrap, at least one peer’s hostname and port must be added with the contact URI in the form: whanausip:<public key hash>@host:port. Notice that SIP URIs can also be added into the contact list, but they cannot be network peers. Also keep in mind that Whanau DHT will not be routed across a network peer until contact information has been mutually exchanged.
Figure 4-3: SIP Communicator screenshot: Add a new WhanauSIP account

Figure 4-4: SIP Communicator screenshot: Buddy list and IM window
Chapter 5

Evaluation

The following chapter will evaluate the performance of WhanauSIP across a real network, specifically measuring its ability to deliver the goals mentioned in Chapter 2. The measurements focus on performance and security. In this chapter, it is shown that (1) lookup times across a large WhanauSIP network provide reasonable performance for use with VoIP telephony and (2) WhanauSIP can withstand Sybil key-clustering attacks.

5.1 Test Environment

The WhanauSIP gateways are distributed on the PlanetLab network [5]. Approximately 500 physical machines are used, each running one instance of the software, providing 500 virtual nodes used for testing. Each node stores 50 entries in its routing table, a number low enough such that local routing tables cannot answer most requests but also high enough such that lookups can still succeed. Each node is connected to 5 other random nodes, forming a random graph. For all of the tests, random walks are performed with a length of 7.

Virtual nodes are controlled using RPC calls over SSL using the WhanauRefControl interface, described in Section 4.2. Using the RPC calls, a command and control computer can initialize new virtual nodes, modify the social network, set up the
routing table, perform lookups, and query a variety of internal state.

5.2 Performance Evaluation

Whanau DHT theoretically performs lookups in $O(1)$ time. However due to the nature of varying CPU load, network availability, and round-trip network latency, lookups may take varying amounts of time to return. It is expected that with greater amounts of resources performing parallel lookups, the percentage of lookup success would also increase.

5.2.1 Setup Routing Tables

As described in Section 3.3.1, each of the nodes must synchronize their setup in order to set up the network routing table. Within each setup, there are also multiple phases for each DHT layer that must be carried out in lock-step. Therefore, each phase was given a fixed time window to accommodate small discrepancies in clock synchronization. Provided hardcoded windows of 110 seconds for each layer of the DHT and 120 seconds for synchronization, a five layer DHT should be properly set up in at most 670 seconds. The tests showed that each node finished setup() around 668 seconds on average.

5.2.2 Lookup Response Times

When a node calls lookup on a key, it will spawn a number of threads, $r_l$. Each thread will perform a random walk on the social graph and call lookupTry to the result of the random walk. This method will query a number of entries in its finger table that it suspects is the key's predecessor. If any of the threads returns a valid answer before a timeout, then that answer is reported. Otherwise, the lookup failed. The first measurement is performed in very lax time constraints to capture the asymptotic behavior of a lookup, which is then used as a control for the remainder of the measurements.
Results  Figure 5-1 shows lookup performance for 3 values of $r_t$ for comparison. For each data point, 100 nodes were asked to perform lookup on the same key in parallel. The raw data is plotted in Figure 5-4. As expected, more threads increased the probability that at least one of them will result in success. If 80% lookup success is used as the comparison, $r_t = 10, 25, 50$ reach that level within 5.7, 4.3, and 3.5 seconds respectively. Thus with at least 25 threads, the performance goal for lookup latencies of less than 5 seconds is achieved.

Limitations  From the shape of the graph, it is speculated that a subset of the nodes in the PlanetLab slice are under heavy load from a different experiment, causing them to stall for an amount of time before responding. 75% of the nodes respond in a timely fashion, whereas the top of the graph dips unexpectedly. Future experiments should enable maximum pre-existing load restrictions to select only responsive nodes. Furthermore, the amount of time to reliably return a lookup is consistently over several seconds. The most likely cause is the two back-to-back 3-way SSL handshakes.
that are required for each lookup, one to call `lookupTry` and one to call `query`. See Appendix A for more details. In the experiment, all lookups were executed in parallel. Future experiments could run the lookups in serial, to determine whether the lookups are constrained by CPU resources or network latency. The methodology in the experiment also inherently introduces an amount of error. Instead of measuring the exact time of each lookup, these experiments counted the number of successful lookups within a certain timeout value. While these tests still demonstrate general behavior, future tests should timestamp all lookups and plot a cumulative distribution function (CDF) instead.

### 5.2.3 VoIP Call Latency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>5.16 s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>5.30 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>15.49 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Size = 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5-2: Latency involved in setting up a VoIP session over WhanauSIP

In order to test the practicality of DHT lookups, the latencies in setting up calls between WhanauSIP users was evaluated. When a user requests to call another, two things happen. A lookup is served across the DHT to find the target user’s location. Upon success, the users will negotiate a session, agreeing on properties such as the audio codec. Theoretically, the call latency should be identical to lookup performance, with an additional constant to account for session negotiation.

In a lab demonstration, a SIP user registered on MIT’s server submits a call request to the WhanauSIP gateway. The gateway will look up the WhanauSIP user and return the value in the REDIRECT message. The SIP user will then proceed to negotiate with the WhanauSIP user directly. The SIP user uses the Sipdroid client on an Android G1 phone. The WhanauSIP user is using the SIP Communicator software package with WhanauSIP plug-in.
**Results**  Figure 5-2 shows the call latency statistics for 10 sample calls. Multiple tests demonstrate that call setup occurs around five seconds consistently. Although this test only measures performance across the PlanetLab network, it is expected that the software will perform similarly when the software is deployed among real users with the same software. Occasionally lookups take substantially longer, on the order of 15 seconds. This is most likely caused by a depletion of the random walk cache and new random walks must be acquired before the lookup can proceed.

### 5.3 Security Evaluation

All aspects of the Whanau DHT protocol, including setup and lookups, rely on random walks across the social network. Sybil nodes were designed to always return itself when random walks reach it, acting like a black hole. If random walks ever venture into the Sybil region, they never escape. For the majority of remote calls, Sybil nodes will just return null. However, when a request to retrieve the Sybil’s ID at a layer, it will perform a key-clustering attack by choosing IDs close to a specified target key.

As a result of this design, a larger number of attack edges would result in a larger representation of Sybil nodes in the routing table. It is expected that as the number of attack edges between honest nodes and Sybils increase, the number of resources required to successfully return a lookup grows exponentially. The key-clustering attack tries to convince honest nodes that Sybils are the predecessors to a target key.

**Results**  Figure 5-3 shows the result of the Sybil attack on lookup performance. For each data point, the number of attack edges was specified in the social network. Setup was repeated to update the routing tables. Lookup tests were performed with an increasing number of parallel threads until the performance reached 80% of the asymptotic maximum. As expected, fewer attack edges would require fewer lookup threads. As the number of attack edges increase in the system, the number of lookup threads needed so that at least one would evade a black hole Sybil node and retrieve
Figure 5-3: Minimum Number of Lookup Threads vs. Attack Edge Ratio: The number of threads needed to return at least one successful value increases exponentially with the number of attack edges.

a valid value should exponentially increase. Even with twice as many attack edges as honest nodes, the PlanetLab network was still able to consistently perform lookups, albeit with more resources. The results demonstrate that the DHT is resilient to Sybil key-clustering attacks, achieving the security goal.

**Limitations** Because lookups were repeated until a performance mark was met, the data introduces a downward bias to the data. This error misrepresents the number of threads that are actually needed to achieve high percentage of success, given the number of attack edges. While this data still demonstrates the behavior of the system under attack, minimizing this measurement error is important to properly set the number of lookup threads in an implementation.
Figure 5-4: Percentage of Lookup Success vs Timeout for 10, 25, and 50 Lookup Threads: Raw Data
Chapter 6

Related Work

A number of established centralized methods exist for establishing instant messaging and voice-over-IP communications. Three of the most popular protocols include XMPP [30], SIP [29], and Skype [9]. Additionally, P2P-SIP is a large research effort to create peer-to-peer location service that integrates with existing SIP networks. A few of the major contributors to P2P-SIP include Columbia University, the College of William and Mary, Cisco, and the University of Hamburg. Current implementations [32, 11, 19, 10, 27, 8] focus on integration with SIP and resolving security problems which will be described later in this chapter. All of these protocols have different notions of security and decentralization. This chapter will attempt to clarify the differences and the unique capabilities they possess.

6.1 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)

SIP [29] is an IETF-defined signaling protocol that includes standards for resource location and multimedia communication sessions. First, users register an address, such as alice@foo.com, with a registrar server. Each domain, such as foo.com, is responsible for hosting a registrar for administering the users in its network. When Alice wants to contact another user in another domain, such as bob@bar.com, she will contact foo.com’s proxy server, which will in turn contact bar.com’s proxy server, which will locate bob@bar.com. Standard DNS techniques are used to look up reg-
Figure 6-1: Traditional SIP: Sequence to Establish a Connection Between alice@foo.com and bob@bar.com

Once the proxy servers have located Bob, Alice and Bob initialize a direct session. SIP includes fine-grained negotiation mechanisms for agreeing on properties such as audio codecs [29]. To secure communications and privacy, SIP can be routed over TLS. The proper function of the entire protocol requires that the proxy servers remain alive. Therefore, system administrators can improve reliability using traditional redundancy techniques such as DNS and IP address takeover.

SIP is partially decentralized but not peer-to-peer. It provides mechanisms for anyone to start a SIP domain and anyone in any SIP domain can contact another. In this sense, the entire network is decentralized but there is a central point of failure for each domain.

It is possible to offload resource location to DNS and use SIP just to negotiate a direct session. This method is unattractive for a variety of reasons. DNS has a rigid hierarchy with relatively high startup cost [28]. Furthermore, it makes it difficult for users to update their location if they frequently move around as mobile clients would. This consequence is due to the fact that DNS relies heavily on caching for performance and it often takes many hours for cache entries to expire.
6.2 Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP)

XMPP was started as an open-source project called Jabber in 1999 to provide a decentralized platform for real-time instant messaging as well as presence information [30]. It has since been extended with additions like Jingle to provide rich-media communications, such as VoIP and video chat [22]. XMPP is decentralized but not peer-to-peer, much like SIP.

Similar to SIP, each domain, such as foo.com, maintains a central server. Users register an address with the server, such as alice@foo.com. When alice@foo.com sends a message to bob@bar.com, she sends the message to foo.com, which forwards it to bar.com, who finally sends it to bob.com. Notice that unlike SIP where proxies are used for resource location and messages are sent directly, all XMPP messages are routed through a network of servers [30]. Because all data across the network is encoded as XML, the extensions that enable video and voice generally send the data out of band.

XMPP depends on domain servers, much like SIP, and messages can be routed over SSL. Users can send their messages over SSL to an XMPP server, but end-to-end encryption between users is generally not included by default. Services like Google Talk use this property to offer logging of message traffic.

6.3 Skype

Skype is a free application that is deployed on a number of platforms. It uses a proprietary protocol, which makes it difficult to study and develop like open standards. Due to this fact, it does not provide interoperability with other protocols like SIP. The protocol is based on the Kazaa/FastTrack architecture, which contains its own routing overlay. Its API allows application developers to read and write text
messages to a Skype application stream [2].

Skype is a hybrid between a centralized and a peer-to-peer system. All users log in through Skype’s central login server. Joining nodes are assigned to a supernode by the Global Index Server. Supernodes perform a similar function to SIP proxies, as they maintain availability information about connected nodes and perform lookups by querying other supernodes. It is believed that this lookup uses a variant of flooding as Kazaa did, which is much less efficient than current DHT lookups [9].

6.4 Peer-to-Peer Session Initiation Protocol (P2P-SIP)

P2P-SIP replaces the SIP proxy and registrar with a distributed hash table while maintaining interoperability with traditional SIP networks. P2P-SIP tries to expand on previous SIP work in two main ways. By moving to a peer-to-peer system, the protocol would no longer require SIP proxies, which require maintenance and configuration costs. Instead, users lookup other users using a distributed hash table as a routing overlay, much like the case of WhanauSIP. The DHT must be able to perform all functions that SIP servers would normally provide, namely discovery, registration, and lookup [32].

DHTs have a simple put/get interface. Users can put key/value pairs into the hash table, and the routing layer is responsible for finding the proper node on the network to store the data. Techniques such as consistent hashing allow the network to delegate responsibility and determine consistent rendezvous points for key ranges. These structured P2P systems provide guarantees that unstructured protocols cannot. Unstructured protocols generally involve inefficient flooding algorithms which cannot reliably retrieve all data in bounded time. On the other hand, DHTs like Chord can look up key/value pairs in \(O(\log(n))\) time, where \(n\) is the number of users in the system [33, 7].
The following sections will describe some of the common elements as well as some of the unique design decisions between different P2P-SIP implementations. In particular, this proposal will give an overview of the security features of RELOAD from the IETF, OpenVoIP from Columbia University, P2PNS from the Institute of Telematics, and SIPDHT2 [19, 10, 8, 27].

6.4.1 General P2P-SIP Design

The DHT can be formed using all of the users in the system. However as a performance optimization, existing P2P-SIP implementations make distinctions similar to Skype supernodes. Users with higher bandwidth and no NAT traversal become the servers that form the DHT. Other users, such as mobile clients, simply perform lookup on one of these DHT nodes. Lookups are still performed in log(n) time but the DHT becomes more stable with less maintenance traffic in dynamic joins, leaves, and state transfer [32].

When a node joins the system, it performs a SIP REGISTER command on any DHT node. This operation effectively stores a binding between a name such as alice@foo.com with a physical location (IP). Similarly when a node leaves the network, it removes this binding with another REGISTER message.
When a client wants to perform an instant message or call setup, it will send either the MESSAGE or INVITE message respectively. The DHT node that receives this message will act as a SIP proxy and perform a lookup for the user's location. This location is then used to redirect the client to the desired node, where SIP will then initialize a session directly between the two nodes. This functionality is described more in depth in the SIP RFC 3261 and other P2P-SIP papers [29, 32].

Due to the nature of a DHT, P2P-SIP can provide much more advanced services. For example, by storing other data types in the DHT, it can provide storage of offline messages if a user is not available.

### 6.4.2 RELOAD

This working group at IETF 72 is the culmination of years of work from Columbia University, the College of William and Mary, Cisco, SIPeerior Technologies and Network Resonance. The 130-page draft is an unpolished glimpse into a future RFC for peer-to-peer resource location. RELOAD works as a layer between applications like SIP and a DHT. An implementation can choose any overlay routing scheme or distributed hash table written as a topology plug-in in RELOAD. RELOAD specifies exactly the structure of messages, error messages, and requirements that are sent over this overlay. Specifically, RELOAD requires that the topology plug-in implement join, leave, update, and lookup queries. After a resource such as a user, is found in this network, an ATTACH message is sent. This operation allows the two peers to communicate directly, where traditional SIP takes over to initialize a session [19].

Each overlay network has a unique domain name, such as `mit.edu`. In the network, each user generates a private/public key pair which it will use to secure communications. A user chooses its SIP address of record (AoR) by registering its keys with a central certificate authority (CA) [13]. This protocol does not require a global PKI, but it does require PKI on an organizational basis. The CA will issue a certificate to the user that contains the assigned SIP AoR (`alice@mit.edu`) and a Node-ID (hash
of the user’s public key), all signed by the trusted entity. All messages sent over the network are signed and sent over TLS links using these public keys which identify the users. Communications are secured using TLS-PSK or TLS-SRP. The RELOAD draft explicitly states that the only way to call P2P-SIP members in a different domain is to attempt to join their overlay which requires registration with a central certificate authority [19, 12].

6.4.3 OpenVoIP

OpenVoIP is an ongoing implementation developed at Columbia University. A few of these developers were also part of the RELOAD working group so many of the design elements are shared between these two. The current release of the program supports Chord, Kademlia, and Bamboo. It also integrates into the OpenWengo client and contains a test base on PlanetLab [8].

6.4.4 P2PNS

In contrast to RELOAD, which depends on a central certificate authority, the P2PNS project from the Institute of Telematics in Germany focuses their energy in making a purely peer-to-peer system. However, P2PNS design is very similar to RELOAD. Each overlay represents one network under one domain name. The DHT stores a binding from the AoR to the Node-ID as well as a binding from the Node-ID to the IP address [10].

The records containing the IP address are secured using self-certifying techniques [24, 36]. The IP address is signed using a public key and in this case the Node-ID is the hash of the public key. Similarly to RELOAD, communications are signed and encrypted over TLS to avoid Eclipse attacks where messages are modified [34]. In order to reduce the effects of a Sybil attack, it uses crypto puzzles to slow down the generation of Node-IDs at the cost of reducing the Node-ID space. Users are allowed to choose arbitrary AoRs on a first come first serve basis. In order to reduce the
effects of an attacker claiming all desirable AoR addresses, it also uses crypto puzzles
and per-node user limits to slow down these registrations. These protection schemes
serve to slow down an attacker but they do not prevent them [10].

6.4.5 SIPDHT2

SIPDHT2 is yet another implementation of P2P-SIP, inspired by the IETF P2P-
SIP working drafts. Therefore, it also contains many similarities with RELOAD. Its
main notable difference is that it uses Passive Content Addressable Network (PCAN).
This DHT requires that peers are invited, which adds some security benefits [27].
Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis introduces WhanauSIP, a secure P2P communications platform. The implementation comes in the form of a general Whanau DHT library, a WhanauSIP gateway, and a desktop client. Each package was built with the focus on ease of adoption, enabling WhanauSIP to become a viable alternative to other popular communication protocols. Tests showed the network’s capability to scale properly while maintaining reasonable performance. Furthermore, these tests demonstrate the network’s ability to continue serving requests even in the midst of attacks.

While this first prototype of the software has demonstrated basic functionality, more work is needed before the software is ready for release. The desktop client provides IM and VoIP functionality, but video and presence data must be implemented. Further work must also be performed to optimize network joins, lookups, and reliability.

Privacy, censorship, and cyber attacks are a growing concern in a world where Internet communications are becoming more pervasive. While popular protocols today offer convenience and partial security, there is no solution that provides full security in a complete P2P fashion. WhanauSIP offers a step in that direction by combining the security guarantees of Whanau DHT with the features of a SIP stack in order to provide users with the ability to communicate in an environment where monitoring and censorship of the entire network is simply not possible.
Appendix A

Whanau DHT Protocol
Pseudocode

A.1 Setup Routing Tables

SETUP (stored-records(·), neighbors(·); w, rd, rf, rs, ℓ)

1 for each node u do
2     db(u) ← SAMPLE-RECORDS(u, rd)
3 for i ← 0 to ℓ - 1 do for each node u do
4     ids(u, i) ← CHOOSE-ID(u, i)
5     fingers(u, i) ← FINGERS(u, i, rf)
6     succ(u, i) ← SUCCESSORS(u, i, rs)
7 return fingers, succ

SAMPLE-RECORDS(u, rd)

1 for j ← 1 to rd do
2     vj ← RANDOM-WALK(u)
3     (keyj, valuej) ← SAMPLE-RECORD(vj)
4 return {(key1, value1), . . . , (keyrd, valuerd)}
**Sample-Record**(*u*)

1. \((key, value) \leftarrow \text{Random-Choice}(\text{stored-records}(u))\)
2. \text{return} \((key, value)\)

**Random-Walk**(*u*<sub>0</sub>)

1. \text{for} \(j \leftarrow 1\) \text{to} \(w\)
2. \hspace{1em} \text{do} \(u_j \leftarrow \text{Random-Choice}(\text{neighbors}(u_{j-1}))\)
3. \text{return} \(u_w\)

**Choose-ID**(*u*, *i*)

1. \text{if} \(i = 0\)
2. \hspace{1em} \text{then} \((key, value) \leftarrow \text{Random-Choice}(\text{db}(u))\)
3. \hspace{1em} \text{return} \(key\)
4. \hspace{1em} \text{else} \((x, f) \leftarrow \text{Random-Choice}(\text{fingers}(u, i - 1))\)
5. \hspace{1em} \text{return} \(x\)

**Fingers**(*u*, *i*, *r_\text{f}* )

1. \text{for} \(j \leftarrow 1\) \text{to} \(r_\text{f}\)
2. \hspace{1em} \text{do} \(v_j \leftarrow \text{Random-Walk}(u)\)
3. \hspace{1em} \(x_j \leftarrow \text{ids}(v_j, i)\)
4. \text{return} \(\{(x_1, v_1), \ldots, (x_{r_\text{f}}, v_{r_\text{f}})\}\)

**Successors**(*u*, *i*, *r_\text{s}* )

1. \text{for} \(j \leftarrow 1\) \text{to} \(r_\text{s}\)
2. \hspace{1em} \text{do} \(v_j \leftarrow \text{Random-Walk}(u)\)
3. \hspace{1em} \(R_j \leftarrow \text{Successors-Sample}(v_j, \text{ids}(u, i))\)
4. \text{return} \(R_1 \cup \cdots \cup R_{r_\text{s}}\)

**Successors-Sample**(*u*, *x*<sub>0</sub>)

1. \(\{(key_1, value_1), \ldots, (key_{r_\text{d}}, value_{r_\text{d}})\} \leftarrow \text{db}(u)\)
   \((\text{sorted so that} \ x_0 \leq key_1 \leq \cdots \leq key_{r_\text{d}} < x_0)\)
2. \text{return} \(\{(key_1, value_1), \ldots, (key_t, value_t)\}\) (for small *t*)
A.2 Lookup Pseudocode

LOOKUP($u, key$)
1 \[ v \leftarrow u \]
2 \[ \text{repeat} \quad \text{value} \leftarrow TRY(v, key) \]
3 \[ v \leftarrow \text{RANDOM-WALK}(u) \]
4 \[ \text{until TRY found valid value, or hit retry limit} \]
5 \[ \text{return value} \]

TRY($u, key$)
1 \[ \{(x_1, f_1), \ldots, (x_{r_f}, f_{r_f})\} \leftarrow \text{fingers}(u, 0) \]
2 \[ \text{(sorted so key} \leq x_1 \leq \cdots \leq x_{r_f} < \text{key}) \]
3 \[ j \leftarrow r_f \]
4 \[ \text{repeat} \quad (f, i) \leftarrow \text{CHOOSE-FINGER}(u, x_j, key) \]
5 \[ \text{value} \leftarrow \text{QUERY}(f, i, key) \]
6 \[ j \leftarrow j - 1 \]
7 \[ \text{until QUERY found valid value, or hit retry limit} \]
8 \[ \text{return value} \]

CHOOSE-FINGER($u, x_0, key$)
1 \[ \text{for} \ i \leftarrow 0 \ \text{to} \ \ell - 1 \]
2 \[ \text{do} \ F_i \leftarrow \{(x, f) \in \text{fingers}(u, i) \mid x_0 \leq x \leq \text{key}\} \]
3 \[ i \leftarrow \text{RANDOM-CHOICE}({i \in \{0, \ldots, \ell-1\} \mid F_i \text{ non-empty}}) \]
4 \[ (x, f) \leftarrow \text{RANDOM-CHOICE}(F_i) \]
5 \[ \text{return} \ (f, i) \]

QUERY($u, i, key$)
1 \[ \text{if} \ (key, value) \in \text{succ}(u, i) \text{ for some value} \]
2 \[ \text{then return value} \]
3 \[ \text{else error “not found”} \]
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